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THE BOOK BENEATH 

 

In Departure Lounge 32 at Singapore I finish my book, Dennis Lehane’s latest, and place it carefully on 

the floor beneath my seat. When the boarding-call comes, I have decided, I will leave the book behind, 

hoping that someone finds it, picks it up, reads it, passes it on … that the book too will become a traveller, 

never bound by shelf or case. 

 But doubts arise … to leave a book in this land of legally-validated cleanliness; when I rise and 

walk away it feels like a crime.  

Will someone tap my shoulder, saying accusingly, “Hey mister, you left this?” 

 Will airport officials, crisp and ruthless in their bruise-coloured uniforms, stop me in the corridor 

and say quietly, ominously, “Come with us, please?” 

 Will the cleaning staff, brisk and earnest in their work, collect my book? Will they take it to their 

bosses, who will then run the title through a database and see that it was purchased several hours before 

from a newsagency in Terminal 3? Will my credit-card number be traced, my identity established, the 

Australian Consulate contacted, the police force activated, Flight BA62 delayed? 

Will an international incident soon be underway … 
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WANTED: ONE PASSENGER 

 

Whenever I am about to fly alone, I like to scan my fellow-passengers in order to choose who I want, or 

do not want, to sit next to me. 

 No babies, please. 

 No one who is overweight. The seats are cramped enough as it is. 

 No talkative loners or nervy first-time travellers. I can’t abide chat on planes. My preference is to 

sink into a state of fuzzy just-awareness, a lowpoint somewhere between fear and the need-to-get-

through-it. 

 From Singapore to London, I’m in the aisle. So … wanted: one passenger, neat and quiet. Of 

medium height and preferably lightweight. Clean; fragrant without being overly perfumed. Accustomed 

to travel. Standard dietary needs plus strong bladder. Prefers to snooze or watch movies in darkness rather 

than read all night with the light on.  

 There’s a girl in the next row of seats in the lounge area, pretty in a flush-cheeked British kind of 

way, well-dressed in black and camel, minimalist luggage, firmly-held expression, private, veiled. 

 Perfect. 

 I board, I sit, I settle, I test the confines of the space, plug in my headphones, clip my seat-belt 

then watch the oncoming stream suspiciously as they stow, call out, push, locate. 

 Not you. 

 Please, not you. 

 Never you! 

 And see the girl, patiently edging, valise to the fore. 

 Held breath, closing, closer … she leans down and says, “Excuse me, I’m there.” 

 The seat next to me.  

“No worries,” I tell her. Stand and smile, make room, smile again. Feel a brief onset of warmth, 

as if a summer breeze just passed through. 
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THE CUSTOMS OFFICER WHO DOES NOT SMILE 

 

At Heathrow, the Customs Officer Who Does Not Smile has short hair, a thick neck and glasses with a 

wire frame that seems to garrotte her face. 

 “Purpose of your visit,” she asks briskly, her words like typewriter click-clacks. 

 “A holiday.” 

 “How long will you be in Britain?” 

 “Only a couple of days,” I tell her and immediately think; will I be judged for this? Is she 

thinking, what’s wrong with you, fella? Presumptuous Australian, don’t you like our country? Only a 

couple of days in this rich and wondrous land – what’s your agenda? Your real agenda? 

 She eyeballs me, waiting.  

“After which … after which I’m going to Germany,” I stammer. “On a walking trip-trek-type-

thingo. Well, partly in Germany, partly in Austria. Across the border and back again. Later. Plus I’ll be 

spending some time in France, and then –” 

 “A teacher,” she interrupts, in a tone that suggests my profession is akin to Nazi-sympathiser or 

would-be Royal assassin. She has been scanning my Entry Card. 

 “Yes.” 

 “Not working?” 

 “No. Well, yes. Actually, I’m on leave, Long Service Leave. Needed a break,” I tell her, followed 

by my best fake laugh, the one that is hopeful of invoking some sympathy … you know how it is, bloody 

ratbag kids, tough job, parents on your back, ludicrous bureaucracy. Yah, yah, needed a break. 

 Nothing. 

 The Customs Officer Who Does Not Smile says, “When do you return to work?” 

 “October 8
th
.” The words little more than a gasp. 

 She nods, as if she can’t wait for this to happen. Get out of here, fella, get back to work. 

When she stamps my passport, it is done with the kind of bam usually reserved for the homicide 

of small animals. “Enjoy your stay,” she says then looks past me to the queue, whoever’s lucky enough to 

be next. 
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DREAMING AT THE GLOBE THEATRE 

 

London is warm, surprisingly humid. A light rinse of dove-grey cloud prevents the heat from leaving the 

busy streets. 

 I take the Millennium Bridge, pause to watch the ferries and tugs on the Thames, walk past the 

austere rear of the Tate Gallery and find the Globe Theatre, quaintly Tudor amidst the glare of mirrored 

glass and concrete that forms the post-Olympics visage of the embankment. I am excited because I have a 

ticket to see A Midsummer Night’s Dream, performed in ‘authentic’ Elizabethan style. 

 Beyond the theatre gates, on a paved concourse, I see carts serving huge tumblers of fruit-infested 

Pimms and stubbies of Stella. Other carts provide cushions for spectators, as well as glossy programs and 

back-supports, strange contraptions which appear to be made from IKEA-style straps and struts. A 

barbecue sizzles and the annexed restaurant is filled with people enjoying fish and chips alongside beaded 

glasses of straw-coloured wine. 

 Nearly show-time. We shuffle expectantly up several flights of stairs. I am seated directly in front 

of the stage, in the first tier of ‘the gods’. I watch as the pit fills with mainly younger people, many of 

whom are, in a gesture appropriate to the spirit of the venue, sipping on plastic cups of beer. 

 Big crowd, full house. The man next to me is an American. 

 “Wife insisted,” he tells me. 

 “You weren’t so keen?” 

 “Mister Shakespeare,” he sighs then waggles his head despairingly. “Damn guy nearly killed me 

at school.” 

 Musicians appear, gorgeous in their mustard-and-red uniforms. Their instruments are oddly-

shaped, polished wooden wonders. The music rises and falls, flowing in simple, folksy repetitions, then 

one of the players, large and bearded, launches into song, his voice reverberating around the circle.  

 Generous applause … then a frisson as the actors appear, Theseus looking bold, muscular and 

resolutely hairy, Hippolyta more fragile but supple. Her eyes twinkle, reminding Theseus (and us) of 

who’s really in charge. 

 And then the lovers; tiny, dark-haired, energetic Hermia and blonde, willowy Helena, a studied 

contrast in looks and style whereas Demetrius and Lysander are generic, young blades replete with 

hormones and sparkle. The acting is brisk with an eye to the comedy of the piece; the players wink and 

swoon, bring in the audience. We become like birds, willing watchers in the forest.  

 A quick shift of energy; Quince is a midget coil of frantic nervousness then Bottom, oh Bottom, 

master of the drawled quip and suggestive gesture. Flute, Snout and Starveling are able side-kicks with 

elastic features and circus skills. And finally Puck, the epicentre of all that storms and subsides; he swings 

around the painted columns like a naughty trapeze-artist, Oberon with him all the way while up in the 

gods, we lean forward and fall in love with Titania’s voice, an oboe played by a mountain stream. 

 Must it end? Unfortunately yes, and I applaud as hard as I can – the American man too. 

“Wow,” he says. “Was that really Shakespeare?” 
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We leave for the golden sunlight that bounces from London’s great river but first I must pause 

and say to the volunteer on the door, “I came from Australia for this, and it was wonderful!” 

“Oh lovely,” she says, smiling. “Thank you.” 

As I meander reluctantly towards the exit, I hear her companion ask, “What did he say?” 

“He said he came from Australia just to see the show.” 

“Long way to come to see a show.” 

“Mm. Still, not much to see down there, so they say.” 

“Is that right?” 

“Oh yes. So they say.” 
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THOSE GREY, EXPRESSIONLESS FIELDS 

 

It is a cool morning in the French city of Amiens. The nine o’clock sky is white but hiding blue promises. 

Locals buzz towards work, coffee-cup and bakery-bag in hand. 

I am standing with Sylvestre, our tour guide. 

 “Sixteen Australians today,” he tells me in slightly accented English. 

“Just Australians?” 

“Yes. We get many Australians on this tour. More than any other country.” 

 “It’s important to us,” I suggest. “You know, national identity.” 

 “Yes.” Sylvestre nods, scans the crowd that surges from the nearby train station. “Important for 

us, too.” 

 Our group is made up of people from Melbourne, Brisbane, Sydney and Adelaide. The family 

from South Australia have asked that we go to a particular cemetery so that they may honour a relative 

who was killed during the Battle of the Somme. 

 “This happens a lot,” Sylvestre tells me. “It is, you know, emotional. Often they are the first 

people in their family to visit the grave. Australia, it is such a long way. It is hard to come here. So, you 

know, they are representing generations. That is emotional.” 

 On the bus, quick-fire introductions. It’s been three weeks since I’ve heard our broad, nasally 

accent and for a moment it sounds strange to me. The ‘where’ questions flow like river-water. Where are 

you from? Where have you been? Where are you going?  

 Great travellers, Australians. Enjoy getting out-and-about, comparing our vast, dry patch with the 

rest of the world, coming up with reasons why we live in the best country on the globe.  

Sylvestre says that he loves hosting people from our nation because we are like the French. 

 “You have the humour,” he says. “Like us. And you have the flexibility.” 

 “Flexibility?” 

 “Yes. You know, being laid-back.” He says the word slowly, relishing it, before adding, “Things 

are not so serious. It is okay to be a little … chaotic.”  

 Our first stop is Villers-Brettoneux, the Australian memorial. The chatter of the bus gives way to 

more sombre reflection as Sylvestre describes what happened on April 25
th
 – that date! – in 1918. Even 

now, ninety-five years later, the chill of violent death is as palpable as steel. 

 I walk alone up the grassy slope, between neat lines of white crosses. The wind is gentle. The 

emerging sun warms my shoulders. 

 I stop at a cross without knowing why I have chosen that particular one. People, I think, it’s about 

people. That stuff in our hearts, our primeval need to assert and defend.  

I read the inscription, which carries the name and age of the dead soldier, and his birthdate – July 

8
th
. The soldier was nineteen when he died. His birthday is the same as that of my son. 

 It is their youth which is most startling. Eighteen. Nineteen. Twenty. Twenty-one. Young men, 

including a sixteen-year-old. Who can fathom his story? 
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I read more inscriptions. Son of … In service of their country … Gone to God. 

 We climb the steps inside the memorial to take in the view. I see the French and Australian flags, 

side by side, the centre-piece of a giant white cross, the lines of graves which will become so familiar 

throughout the day and gardeners quietly tending the flowers. It is peaceful, quiet, respectful. 

I see dents in the bricks near where we are standing. 

 “Bullet holes,” says Sylvestre with a shrug. “From World War II.” 

 How little we learn. 

 We drive to the village, saved on that day in 1918. We visit Victoria School which was funded by 

donations from Victorian schoolchildren in Australia. Inside the school hall there are photos of the state – 

Flinders Street Station, the Grampians, Rod Laver Arena – as well as wood carvings of Australian 

animals. A yellow sign which presides over the playground says, in enormous letters, Never Forget 

Australia. 

 Mid-morning. We drive to a shell crater. Sylvestre tells us that the people who live in Picardie are 

constantly finding shells and bullets from the wars. 

 “Live ones?” 

 “Oh yes.” Again, the distinctive Gallic shrug. “But that is okay. The children here, they are told 

not to touch, who to tell. It is like Australians and crocodiles. You know what to do, where not to swim. 

For the children here, the shells are like their crocodiles.” 

 The crater is well-preserved, enormous. We walk around the perimeter and come to a single 

cross. Sylvestre tells the story; a Scottish soldier who survived Gallipoli, came to France and died in this 

place. His body was found by a tourist, ten years ago. 

 “This is what happens. Europe is a big cemetery. People are buried on top of people. You live 

here, plough a field, dig a hole, look under a bush, there is always the chance that you will find someone. 

And then there is, you know, the floods …” 

 We visit a German cemetery. It is different to the others, cast alone in a featureless wasteland. 

 “The government,” says Sylvestre, “did not want to give the Germans good land to bury their 

dead. Instead, they gave them this.” 

 I wander away from the group. The German cemetery, I think, is terribly tragic. Its shadowy 

loneliness makes it seem cold, without the gentle humanity of the memorial at Villers-Brettoneux. The 

dark crosses, each with four names rather than one, arise from mowed grass. There are no flowers at the 

feet of the crosses. 

 We visit Pozieres. More Australians died here than at Gallipoli, the battle that we fervently 

commemorate in April each year. 

 “It is strange,” says Sylvestre. He smiles and says, “You lost at Gallipoli. Here, you won.” 

 The memorial is an imposing granite block, made even stronger and taller by the emptiness of the 

land surrounding it. 

 “No chance,” says a man from Melbourne. “You’re out there, they’re picking you off with 

machine-guns, one by one. Not a hope.” 
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 We visit the trenches, host to a memorial for soldiers from Newfoundland, a province of Canada. 

In ten minutes during World War I, over 600 soldiers from Newfoundland were killed here, mown down 

in an attempt to invade the German trenches. It took Allied soldiers five months to eventually capture 

those trenches, a mere 200 metres away. Tens of thousands were killed in pursuit of that 200 metres. 

We walk through the support trench to the front line, where Sylvestre points to a dead tree and 

tells us that this represents the worst part of No-Man’s Land. 

 “Why?” 

 “It is the middle,” he explains. “You are neither here, nor there. You have not won, nor have you 

lost. It is just … the middle.” 

 Finally we visit Thiepval, an enormous monument built to honour the missing, those soldiers 

from Britain and the Commonwealth nations, including Australia, who died during the 1916 Battle of the 

Somme but have no known grave. There are sixteen stone pillars, each of which hosts the names of the 

fallen, over seventy thousand names inscribed in simple text. Several busloads of English school students 

make the place less silent than it might normally be. A group of men has their photo taken next to the 

plaque that is common to all of these graveyards and memorials; Their Name Liveth For Evermore. 

I hear one man tell his mate, “My Grandad said I should come here. He’d be proud that I did.”  

 The bus home in the puddling light of late afternoon. More questions. What time is your train? 

Where are you going? 

 But not the most important question – where have we been? 

 To the Somme, where Australians lived and died with other men from the world over, all in 

service of their country, all gone to God. 

 And to a place where families lost their children. Yes, the tour has been about our nation amongst 

other nations. It’s been about the sacrifice made by many, the need to defend a particular way of life, to 

thrust back tyranny and fight for freedom – but most of all, it has been about knowing and remembering 

our families and their children, and the murder of joy and potential that once took place in those grey, 

expressionless fields. 
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ROLY THE NEARLY WRITER 

 

I met Roly the Nearly Writer on a beer and food tour of Munich. He was affable guide to seven of us; an 

older American couple featuring a husband who told and retold the same story several times throughout 

the evening, a pair of American sisters who Facebooked their way through the entire experience (thus, 

telling people what they weren’t doing), and a younger American couple who’d just flown in from 

Iceland. 

 “Why Iceland?” I asked. 

 “She wanted to go there,” said the husband cheerfully, pointing to his wife. 

 “And he wanted to come here,” she responded, just as cheerfully. “So that’s what we did. Seattle, 

Iceland, Munich, then back again.” 

 “Enjoying it?” 

 “S’okay. Seattle is better.” 

 The beer and food tour was simple in style and pleasantly infused with the drinker’s logic, that is, 

to drink as much as possible as quickly as possible. It began with a getting-to-know-you beer and 

continued with requisite cultural information on the history on beer-making in Munich. Then came a visit 

to the beer museum, complete with samplers, a visit to a traditional beer-hall, complete with bigger 

samplers, and finally the biggest possible sampler at the famed Hofbrauhaus, where we were surrounded 

by several hundred crooning, Santa-faced drunks, many of whom were in the city for a soccer match 

between Germany and Austria. Roly, a studious-looking man with a slight stoop and a nervy manner, was 

friendly and knowledgeable, and the evening was panning out comfortably until – My Big Error. 

 When I am travelling, and I meet people, and those people ask me what I do, I usually say that I 

am a teacher. Apart from the convenience of being true, this answer also inspires little further 

conversation. A plain-as-pie truism; whatever the place, teachers are dime-a-dozen. Everyone knows one 

or more, everyone can recall a goodie and a few shockers, no one is especially interested in a profession 

which so many people do and which doesn’t greatly vary across the span of the continents. So – safe 

answer, no further comment needed. 

 “I’m a teacher.” 

 “Right. Yes. Oh look, here’s the tram.” 

 However, on this particular evening, beset as I was with the balmy Munich air, a general 

atmosphere of bonhomie and a few quick slugs of excellent Weiss bier, I answered differently. 

 “Richard, what do you do?” 

 “Roly, I’m a writer.” 

 Oh, grave mistake, oh felon, alas! 

 Had I paused to consider in a more sober and responsible manner, I would have remember the 

three standard responses when one tells a new acquaintance that one is a writer: 

 Response one: “What do you write?” followed a brief period of feigned interest until dessert 

arrives. Subtext one: “Of all the interesting people I could have met, I landed you … a writer … uugghh!” 
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 Response two: “Ah, a writer,” followed by several nods and, eventually, a distasteful expression. 

Subtext two: “You’re unemployed, then. Profligate. Probably immoral. Certainly a leech.” 

 Response three: “A writer!” followed by a leonine seizure of the moment, a fast and furious 

babble along the lines of … “Me too! I’ve written all sorts of things! Just finishing off a novel, my friends 

think it’s going to be great, the hardest thing is knowing which publisher, of course they’d all be 

interested …” Subtext three: “Thanks for the lead-in. Now, let’s talk about ME!” 

 Roly belonged to the latter category. He was ‘working on’ a screenplay. It was an unauthorised 

bio of someone mysterious (he wouldn’t say who). His friends thought it was going to be great. 

 He said, in a tone no doubt similar to that used by Rutherford when he announced the splitting of 

the atom, “I’ve also written a short story.” 

 “Excellent,” I replied. “Short stories are hard to write, I find, but they’re a great grounding for 

narrative structure and style –” 

 “Should I send it off?” 

 “Of course. There are journals, magazines –” 

 “No, no. To a publisher. They’ll look at it, see the potential, offer me a contract. A book of short 

stories … it’s not much but, you know, a start.” 

 “Roly,” I said, “it doesn’t usually work like that.” 

 “Now, the screenplay,” he continued with the masterful avoidance of a politician at a press 

conference. “I sent a summary to three agents.” 

“A summary? Have you actually written it?” 

“Nearly. Anyway, they all said they’d get back to me within three months. It’s been nearly three 

months. Should I contact them, ask about the delay?” 

 “No, I wouldn’t do that. Just keep writing –” 

 “Of course. Patience, eh? Big part of being a writer?” 

 “One of the biggest,” I told him, with a sigh. 

 Then, several beers later, “Richard, how much editing do you do?” 

 “Lots, Roly. Your work needs to be polished –” 

 “But publishers have professional editors?” 

 “Yes, that’s true, but you can’t just submit something and expect –” 

 “That’s all right, then. My grammar’s a bit up-and-down. But someone will fix it. That’s good to 

know.” 

 I liked Roly, liked his enthusiasm, his affability, his genuine affection for beer. And I hoped that 

his writing career would take off in a manner that was somehow akin to his dream. However … 

 However …  
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STRANGE BATHROOMS THAT I HAVE MET 

 

Exhibit A: Amiens, France. 

General overview: bathroom is large enough to accommodate a COAG meeting. Very clean and replete 

with towels. No shower but does have a bath with rubber nozzles attached to the taps. 

Strangeness: bath has been placed beneath a sloping ceiling. Angle is akin to a ski-run, making it 

impossible to stand or even squat in the tub unless you happen to be a dwarf or a triangle. Some reptiles 

might manage. 

Solution: lie in bath and perform static, quarter-way sit-up in order to wash hair with the nozzle. Admire 

firming six-pack; deal with subsequent hernia at a later date. 

 

Exhibit B: Montmartre, Paris, France. 

General overview: bathroom is blue- and white-tiled, quaint, nice window view of street graffiti. Clean 

with big towels. Contains a toilet jammed low into one corner, basin with mirror and shower. 

Strangeness: shower curtain is held aloft by a weird span of wires that unfold like an Oriental fan. When 

in place, curtain reduces the cubicle-size to that of a tiny cylinder. It’s like cleansing inside a duffel-bag. 

In addition to this issue, the curtain is clearly animated, with little desire to remain in position. 

Solution: wash front half of body only because curtain sticks to back which at least means that it stays 

still and bathroom does not flood. Accept that, for three days, back half of body is a swamp. 

 

Exhibit C: All over Austria 

General overview: bathrooms are of varying quality but invariably clean. All contain toilet, basin and 

shower. Many are generous in their dimensions. Consistently thick towels. 

Strangeness: bathrooms do not include soap. Some have push-button wall attachment with unidentified 

detergent within. Could be soap, could be toilet cleaner, could be paint stripper. Could be hydrochloric 

acid. 

Solution: use own shampoo in a creative manner. Be happy to have had the foresight to have purchased a 

squeegee bottle with a long tube at the top. Self-congratulate on a daily (hourly?) basis; revel in fluffed-

up body hair and oddly redolent nether regions. 

 

Exhibit D: Oxford, England 

General overview: solid, very British bathroom done in amber and off-white. Toilet, large mirror with 

excellent potential for nose-hair reduction and silver shower nozzle over bath, with sliding glass barriers. 

A bathroom to read and relax in. 

Strangeness: in a former life, bath was noted as a practice zone for pole-vaulters. A flamingo in killer 

heels would struggle to step over the side and into or out-of the bath. 

Solution: abseil. 
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Exhibit E: Paddington, London, England 

General overview: toilet, basin, shower. Clean. 

Strangeness: well-regarded entrant in the Smallest Bathroom in the World competition. Door can be 

opened, closed, rehung and repainted from anywhere within. Occupant is never fully inside so shower 

must be performed limb by limb, piece by piece, with body to be dried outside in bedroom (also tiny). 

With a modicum of dexterity it is feasible that one can pee directly from bed into toilet bowl, a temptation 

that is both terrible and delicious. 

Solution: use lots of deodorant, and leave the bathroom door open at night. 

 

 


